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Before operating the appliance for the first time, please study these instructions 

and important safe-guards carefully. 

The Salzburger Grain Mill AM 3  

Due to the fact that we have paid special attention to the high-grade quality of the materials 

chosen – especially with regard to the milling chamber – this mill is a technically well-

thought out appliance allowing no compromise on all its aspects. 

Setting up of the Grain Mill:  

 

For our Salzburger Grain Mill the material predominately used is solid wood. Wood is a living 

material - which just like grain - can absorb moisture, respectively can emit the humidity to 

its surroundings thus continually changing its own volume and characteristics. A high rate of 

moisture loss, caused by very dry air may cause splitting of the wood and change to the 

form, which may lower the efficiency of the mill.  

For this reason, do not set the mill up in the proximity of any sources of direct heat (heating, 

etc) or in direct sunlight. The most favourable surroundings would be a room with normal 

humidity rates and normal temperatures.  

Any surface irregularities can be balanced by adjusting the positioning feet.  



Milling: 

Our Salzburger Grain Mill AM 3 will mill into any container or paper bag. However great care 

must be taken to make sure that the flour can run freely. Any back-logging of flour causes 

clogging and smearing of the mill-stones!  

The Milling Mechanism:  

The milling mechanism made from corundum-ceramic material is extremely wear resistant 

and self-sharpening. 

The Milling Chamber: 

In order to prevent any chemical or electrostatic change to the sensitive grain as well as any 

influence on the taste of the flour processed, the milling chamber has been designed in solid 

wood. 

Possible Uses:  

With our Salzburger Grain Mill AM 3 it is possible to process all types of dry grain. Please be sure to 

use only dry and well cleansed grain. Small stones and other foreign particles can damage the mill-

stones.  

 Wheat, rye, buckwheat, corn, rice, barley, millet, green-spelt and spelt can all be milled at 

any chosen grade setting.  

 Oats and soybeans contain oil and can therefore only be milled or crushed with a coarser 

setting. 

 Grains containing oils and all spices can be easily processed, provided they are mixed and 

milled together with wheat, spelt etc. 

 Corn:  Please do not use popcorn kernels, but only normal sweet corn.  

 

Basic rules for more safety – important safety instructions 
Please read these operating and safety instructions carefully before operating your grain mill. 

This will avoid errors and accidents and can secure the functional and safe use of the appliance. 

Please keep this user manual and should you hand the mill to any third party 

ensure the next user has the manual. 

This corn mill is exclusively designed for the production of flour and grits. 

 

When using this grain mill, the following precautions and safety instructions must be observed. 

 

Operation of the appliance by children is not allowed. 

 

1. Read all instruction carefully. 

2. The appliance must only be used for its intended purpose (production of flour and grits) 

3. Before operating the appliance, it is essential to check its flawless 



condition. Repairs may only be carried out by persons authorized by Agrisan GmbH 

4. The seller must immediately be informed of any defects. 

5. The safety devices must not be modified or turned off. 

6. Use the mill only on a flat, stable surface. 

7. The mill must be positioned so that slipping of the mill itself or the flour container during the 

milling process cannot occur. 

8. Monitoring of the appliance is essential when being used near children. 

9. Keep the unit out of the reach of children. 

10. The appliance must not be operated by persons with either physical or mental handicaps or 

those who do not have sufficient knowledge of the safe operation of the appliance. The 

exception to such operation of the appliance is when used under supervision of persons 

responsible for the safety of any handicapped persons. 

11. The exterior of the mill must only be wiped clean with a damp cloth. 

12. During the milling process never reach into the funnel. 

13. During the milling process never reach into the area of the mill stone or the flour outlet. 

14. If the device is no longer needed kee Basic rules for more safety – important safety 

instructions 

Please read these operating and safety instructions carefully before operating your grain mill. 

This will avoid errors and accidents and can secure the functional and safe use of the 

appliance. 

Please keep this user manual and should you hand the mill to any third party 

ensure the next user has the manual. 

This corn mill is exclusively designed for the home production of flour and 

Grits. 

When using this grain mill, the following precautions and safety instructions must be 

observed. 

Operation of the appliance by children only under adult supervision 

15. Read all Instruktion carefully. 

16. The appliance must only be used for its intended purpose (household production of flour and 

grits) 

17. Before operating the appliance, it is essential to check its flawless 

condition. Repairs may only be carried out by persons authorized by Agrisan GmbH 

18. The seller must immediately be informed of any defects. 

19. The safety devices must not be modified or turned off. 

20. Use the mill only on a flat, stable surface. 

21. The mill must be positioned so that slipping of the mill itself or the flour container during the 

milling process cannot occur. 

22. Monitoring of the appliance is essential when being used near children. 

23. Keep the unit out of the reach of children. 

24. The appliance must not be operated by persons with either physical or mental handicaps or 

those who do not have sufficient knowledge of the safe operation of the appliance. The 

exception to such operation of the appliance is when used under supervision of persons 

responsible for the safety of any handicapped persons. 

25. The exterior of the mill must only be wiped clean with a damp cloth. 

26. During the milling process never reach into the funnel. 

27. During the milling process never reach into the area of the mill stone or the flour outlet. 



28. If the device is no longer needed keep it in a safe place. 

29. Never undertake any repair or do-it-yourself work – even if very simple things yourself. 

 

Start-Up: 

Our grain mill AM 3 mill has to be connected to an earthed power source with a 380 V power current 

with a frequency of 50 Hz. 

Important for connection to power current source: 

A European Standard plug with integrated over-current cut-out switch was chosen as plug connector. 

The mill-stones must rotate in a clockwise direction (right hand motion). Left hand rotation requires 

the conductors R (L1) and T (L3) which supply the cut-out switch to be changed over. 

 

Adjustment of the Milling Grade: 

The hand wheel on the side of the mill adjusts the setting of the mill. The adjustment mechanism is 

extremely sensitive and allows step-free setting of the degree of refinement required within a range 

of approx. 3,5 turns.  

Basic Setting: Turning the hand wheel in an anti-clockwise direction to the backstop will result in the 

coarsest milling grade. 

Normal Setting: For this setting the hand wheel has to be turned in a clockwise direction so long until 

a slight but continuous grinding sound can be heard. When using the normal setting any longer idling 

should be avoided. The degree of refinement achieved with this setting results in flour which is 

sufficiently fine for all kinds of baking, and at the same time takes the moisture content of the grain 

into account.  

Finest Setting: In order to get extremely fine flour and provided you have very dry grain you can 

reduce this setting by turning the hand-wheel in a clockwise direction as far as the backstop. When 

using this setting the sound of the mill-stones grinding against each other can be clearly heard. This 

will damage neither the motor nor the mill-stones. Any longer idling operation when using the fine 

setting should be avoided.  

 

Important Note!  

When the mill is turned off and provided there is no grain between the mill-stones the mill can be 

adjusted to any setting.  

With a full input funnel a coarser setting can be chosen at any time, however finer settings can 

only be slowly set when the mill is in operation. The mill requires sufficient time to process the 

grain which is between the mill-stones otherwise the stones will become blocked! 



Please note that in time - due to wear of the mill-stones -the fine and thereby the normal settings 

too will change in a clockwise direction.  

Testing the Humidity of the Grain: 

Before filling the grain into the input funnel, please check that the grain is dry enough for the 

milling process. We recommend the following test procedure:  

Place a few grain kernels onto a hard surface and try to divide them using a knife that is not 

over sharp. Should the kernels break apart, the grain is ready for milling; if you can cut them 

like bread, the grain is too moist.  

A safer and more objective method of testing the state of the grain to be milled is to use a 

hygrometer. Grain stored at a humidity of up to 70%r.F. can still be processed with a normal 

setting. If stored in places where the humidity is higher than 70%r.F. milling can cause 

problems (the mill-stores become smeared).  

Please note: Grain is hygroscopic causing it to absorb moisture within a few hours, 

respectively emit it again. When processing wholemeal grouts the moisture content is of no 

importance 

WORKING TIME 

When using dry grain and milling at a normal, ambient temperature our Salzburger Grain 

Mill AM 3 is suitable for continuous operation. It is fitted with a robust industrial motor. Only 

an industrial motor is constructed in all components with the highest quality standards. By 

applying thicker copper coiling, longer lamination bundles, larger ball bearings, improved 

isolation by use of cooling fins and a more stabile construction design the industrial motor 

clearly differs from the conventional motor. A limited working time may, however, be called 

for when milling moist grain or when an all too fine milling process has been chosen.  

 

SAFETY DEVICE 

Our AM 3 mill is protected against overloading by means of an over-current cut-out switch. 

Whenever the power input is increased due to inadmissibly high loading, after a short time 

the cut-out switch turns the motor off. 

 

Overloading occurs due to: 

 

 smearing of the mill-stones due to moist grain 

 blocking of the motor (smearing of mill-stones or foreign particles in the grain) 

 blocking of the motor at start-up caused by grain kernels in the feed grooves 



The grain mill has been set at a too fine setting for the type of grain chosen. (Danger of the 

millstones becoming smeared) 

Smeared Mill-Stones: 

If your grain was too moist for the desired setting, the mill-stones will become smeared. In this case a 

hard, smooth layer will develop on the outer edges of the stones. 

Open the mill and using a kitchen knife scrape this layer off both milling surfaces, clean the groves 

and the flour spout. 

Re-fit the funnel, choose a coarser setting and mill a little corn, rice or dry grain kernels. This will fully 

clean the mill-stones again.  

In order to get extremely fine flour even when using grain which is not dried to an optimum, you can 

place the required amount of grain kernels to dry in your oven for approx. 30 minutes at 50 to 60° C 

Please note that it is necessary to cool the grain to the surrounding temperature before use! 

Drying the Grain 

Damp grain will cut like bread, whereas as dry grain will chip off. 

Cleaning the Milling Chamber – Removal of the Funnel 

From the technical point of view in principle the mill needs no maintenance or special care 

to work properly. 

Normal functioning of the mill means that small amounts of flour will be left in the milling 

chamber.  

If you turn the hand wheel as far as the backstop in the direction of the coarse setting when 

you have finished milling no considerable residue flour will remain in the milling chamber. 

The mill is then ready to change from one type of grain to another without having to be 

cleaned first.  

When using the mill regularly, we recommend to clean it every three months. 

 If you do not intend to use your mill over a period of some weeks, we recommend that for 

hygienic reasons you have to clean it thoroughly, in order to avoid mildew. 

To do this, mill a handful of rice or grain at a “coarse setting” afterwards open the mill and 

using a vacuum cleaner remove all residue flour from the milling chamber. Leave the mill 

open and if at hand place a few bay leaves inside. 

Should you however wish to clean the inside of the mill (recommended if the mill has not 

been used for a longer period of time) then please proceed as follows: 

PLEASE NOTE – IMPORTANT! 
With the funnel removed there is danger of injury! Never open the milling chamber without first 
having disconnected the mill’s power cable from the electrical power outlet.  
 



1.  Disconnect the mill from the electrical circuit.  

2. Open the locking screws in the funnel and lift the funnel off. 

3. Open the 4 locking screws of the milling chamber and lift off the funnel cone. 

4. Now you can clean the milling-stones (either using a knife or steel brush) or the milling 

chamber (with a vacuum cleaner). 

CARE OF THE WOODEN PARTS 

All wooden parts of the grain mill have been treated with biological beeswax. They are therefore free 

from varnish and synthetic materials!  

To clean exterior surfaces from dust and dirt please only use a damp cloth. To polish the wooden 

parts of the mill, please use beeswax balsam or something similar.  

The rough surfaces inside can be cleaned with fine sandpaper. 

Reworking of the Mill-Stones: 

Thanks to their structure, the processed, extremely hard corundum-ceramic milling-stones are self-

sharpening and thus always maintain their grip. Should - after many years of use – the mill-stones 

become subject to so much wear that the feed grooves no longer transport sufficient grain, the 

milling capacity will be correspondingly reduced. The milling-stones should then either be reworked 

or exchanged.  

Analysis of Small Defects  

During the milling process the flour should always run freely from the flour spout. If that is 

not the case, then the grain is too moist for the degree of fineness set. The result is that the 

milling-stones have become smeared.   

The motor is blocked - the mill won’t start: 

Possible Cause: Possible Solution: 

Mill-stones smeared Dry the grain, clean mill-stones 

The mill was either turned from coarse to 

fine while not yet in operation or was reset 

too quickly while whole grain kernels were 

still between the stones: 

Turn the mill off – reset to coarse and slowly 

turn to a finer setting during the  

milling process. Eventually slowly add corn 

 

Hard grain in the funnel Corn, rice, durum wheat etc. or slowly add 

very small corn kernels by hand through the 

funnel 

 



The safety switch has turned the mill off:  

Possible Cause: Possible Solution: 

Mill-stones smeared: Dry the grain, clean the mill-stones 

Flour spout blocked: Dry the grain or/and remove flour blockage, 

clean flour spout – make sure the flour 

container is suitable 

Foreign particles in the grain: Set to coarse and remove 

Mill set too finely: Turn to a coarser setting, turn mill on and 

then slowly turn to a finer setting 

Mill has become too warm: Turn the mill off and leave to cool for at 

least an hour 

   

 

Warranty 

Thanks to many years of experience, our grain mills are produced and controlled directly in 

our factory. We only use selected materials and motors. 

However, defects can occur! 

Warranty from 1.1. 2016 -  2 years  

Terms of Warranty: 

The warranty applies to all occurring material or processing defects, and depends on the 

choice of the manufacturer to replace, repair or refund the appliance. 

It does not include the replacement of consequential damage nor loss due to natural wear 

and tear or to damages caused by the use of force and/primero per use or lack of improper 

maintenance. 

Intervention by any unauthorized persons, who are neither employed by our company nor 

authorized by us, results in the warranty becoming invalid. The warranty applies to all 

appliances intended for the entire European market. 

Fragile parts are excluded from the guarantee. Wood is a living material and small cracks in 

the wooden casing may arise. These are not considered to be material defects. 



In case of any warranty claim your statutory warranty rights, which you can independently 

assert against us, do, of course, remain upright in case of any defect and are not restricted 

by the warranty. 

Proof of purchase must be provided for any warranty claim. 

Warranty claims: 

Within the claim period, we do, of course, carry out any necessary repair work completely 

free of charge on defects in material and workmanship during the warranty period. 

 

Repair Service: 

If in spite of the special care taken on our behalf you should at any time not be satisfied with your 

mill, please do not hesitate to contact us. We will endeavour to help you at all times and eventually 

solve your problems.  

Before returning your mill to us, please get in touch with the company who sold you the mill, 

respectively their customer service department – they may be able to give you useful advice on your 

problem 90 % of all problems can be solved by phone. This saves both time and money and above all 

your mill is saved the often not very gentle handling during transport 

Please take care of very careful packing, as any eventual damage caused during return transport will 

be invoiced to you. Please use the original packing material.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The appliance may only be repaired by the manufacturer or a service company 

officially authorised by the manufacturer. Failure to observe this regulation will result in loss of each 

and every warranty right.  

 

Warrantor and warranty address: 

AGRISAN NATURPRODUKTE GMBH 

Gasteigweg 25 

A 5400 Hallein Österreich 

Tel. +43 6245 83282  

e-mail: info@agrisan.at 

www.getreidemuehle.com 

 

 

 

mailto:info@agrisan.at
http://www.getreidemuehle.com/


Technical Details: 

 Milling capacity fine:   appr. 60-70 kg/h  

 Milling capacity coarse:   appr. 100 kg/h  

 Weight:   65 kg  

 Funnel capacity:   40 Kg (can be increased)  

 Standing space:   550 x 550 mm  

 Height:   90 mm  

 Fine- coarse control:   infinitely variable  

 Input control:   reduces the temperature during milling  

 Mill-stone:   corundum-ceramic  

 Mill-stone diameter:   220 mm  

 Positioning of milling- mechanism:   flexible  

 Milling chamber:   solid, hard beech wood  

 Outer surface of housing:   biological beeswax  

 Power:   2,8 kW  

 Voltage:   high voltage current 380 V, 50 Hz  

 Revolutions when milling:   650 rpm  

 Warranty:   2 years on the mill  

 


